AXIS OF SYMMETRY AND METHOD
OF LIMITS STIMULUS VALUES A cumulative normal distribution is specified by its mean and standard deviation, MMCS and 0MCS. The axis of symmetry of the distribution is MMCS' The spacing (step size) between successive stimuli in a ML experiment equals c. Now, a set of ML stimuli selected with respect to MMCS must include a stimulus equal to MMCS or to (MMCS -c/2). Otherwise, the ML stimuli do not fall with respect to MMCS· Assuming the phi-gamma hypothesis, Herrick (1970) derived equations relating means and standard deviations of distributions of the method of limits (ML) and the method of constant stimuli (MCS). In the derivations, the stimulus values for a ML experiment were selected with respect to the axis of symmetry of the cumulative normal curve (phi-gamma hypothesis), although this axis is ordinarily not known. The present paper shows how ML and MCS statistics may be related without assuming that stimuli are spaced with respect to the axis of symmetry.
This paper also considers two other problems in relation to the phi-gamma hypothesis; (1) How do different definitions of a ML threshold influence means and standard deviations of ML threshold distributions? (2) What are the effects of very large and very small step sizes in the ML? Figure 1 gives the results of the computations.3 Figure 1 also A ML term may also be specified in units of aMCS by dividing the term by aMCS· When so specified, the term will carry a prime. Thus, claMcs = c';
Following the process just described for MA, the standard deviation for the AML, 
INFLUENCE OF DEFINITION OF
ML THRESHOLD In the above analyses and in earlier papers (Herrick, 1967 (Herrick, , 1969 (Herrick, , 1970 , a ML threshold is defmed as the stimulus value midway between the stimulus at which the ML series terminated and the preceding stimulus in the series (standard definition), It is of interest to consider the influence of two other defmitions of the ML threshold on the summary statistical measures of ML distributions. Definition L defines a ML threshold as the stimulus at which the last judgment in each ML series occurred. Defmition NL defines a ML threshold as the stimulus at which the next-to-last judgment in each ML series occurred.
Summary statistical measures for the three defmitions are given in Table 1 . Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the influence of the defmitions on the mean threshold of the AML and on the standard deviation of the CML, assuming the phi-gamma hypothesis.
VERY LARGE AND VERY SMALL STEPSINML When the step size is very large, two stimuli cover the range from p = .00 (the probability of a "Yes" response is zero) to p = 1.00 (the probability of a "Yes" is 1.00). Table 2 gives the summary statistical The procedure described above was also followed for the descending method of limits (DML) and for the combined method of limits (CML). The equations derived are measures that result from a very large step size.
When the step size is very small, comparable statistical measures are the same for all three definitions of a threshold. If Sa is a stimulus with an associated p value just greater than zero, and Sz is a stimulus with an associated p value just less than unity: the mean threshold of the AML is Sa, the mean threshold of the DML is Sz, the mean threshold of the CML is (Sa + Sz)/2, the standard deviation of the AML and of the DML distribution is approximately zero, and the standard deviation of the CML distribution is (Sz -SJ/2.
